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Project Title:

2020W1 UBC Individual Instructor Report for POLI
328B 001 - Topics in Comparative Politics (Yang-Yang
Zhou)

2020W1 UBC Instructor Evaluations

Course Audience:
Responses Received:
Response Ratio:

69
49

71.01%

Report Comments

This course took place during a period of significant disruption to normal university
operations, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Recommended Minimum Response Rates

Class Size Recommended Minimum Response Rates 
based on 80% confidence & ± 10% margin

< 10 75%

11 - 19 65%

20 - 34 55%

35 - 49 40%

50 - 74 35%

75 - 99 25%

100 - 149 20%

150 - 299 15%

300 - 499 10%

> 500 5%

https://www.ubc.ca/
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University Module Questions
University Module Questions
Question N n SD D N A SA N/A IM DI
The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn. 69 49 0 0 1 14 34 0 4.78 0.23

The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively. 69 49 0 1 2 10 36 0 4.82 0.27

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter. 69 47 0 2 2 13 30 0 4.72 0.35

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays,
presentations, etc.) was fair.

69 48 0 0 0 11 36 1 4.85 0.18

The instructor showed concern for student learning. 69 49 1 0 0 12 36 0 4.82 0.25

Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher. 69 48 1 0 1 9 37 0 4.85 0.26

Question %Favourable
The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn. 97.96%

The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively. 93.88%

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter. 91.49%

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair. 100.00%

The instructor showed concern for student learning. 97.96%

Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher. 95.83%

Faculty Questions
Considering everything, how would you rate this course?

N n Very Poor Poor Neutral Good Very Good IM DI
69 48 0 1 0 15 32 4.75 0.26

%Favourable
97.92%

  

Creation Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021

http://www.explorance.com/
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Instructor Questions
Question N n SD D N A SA N/A IM DI
In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were
appropriate, student participation in class was encouraged by the instructor.

69 48 0 0 0 7 40 1 4.91 0.13

High standards of achievement were set. 69 48 0 0 3 13 32 0 4.75 0.28

The instructor was generally well prepared for class. 69 47 0 0 0 5 41 1 4.94 0.10

The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g.,
through email, office hours, or by appointment).

69 48 0 0 1 4 40 3 4.94 0.12

The instructor treated students with respect. 69 46 0 0 0 4 41 1 4.95 0.08

Question %Favourable
In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in class
was encouraged by the instructor.

100.00%

High standards of achievement were set. 93.75%

The instructor was generally well prepared for class. 100.00%

The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

97.78%

The instructor treated students with respect. 100.00%
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Open ended feedback
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Please comment on any aspects, positive or negative, of your instructor’s teaching, attitudes to
students, class atmosphere, or any other matters affecting the quality of instruction that you
consider worthy of note.

Comments
– Always tried to make conversation with class. Really nice! 
– Very nicely organized Canvas page and slides.  
– Nice extra credit opportunities.  
– The final research design is a fun way to explore topics that were not explicitly taught in the course. 
– Classes often ended late (Zoom fatigue). 
– Late policy seems a bit punitive given the contexts of pandemic learning.

Dr. Zhou is professional, compassionate and sets high standards for students. I also think she was collaborative with the TA
which was nice to see and encouraged us all. She made me feel capable as a student and the diversity of representation in
the course readings was heartening. The assignments were well timed manageable and flexible.

Professor Zhou is the most impressive, knowledgable and intelligent professor I have ever encountered.  
Firstly, it has been so inspiring to have a POC as my professor and the first time I have every had a professor make me feel
like I belong here, that I am appreciated and that I shouldn't feel inferior or lesser because I dont look like other typical poli sci
professors.  
Besides that, professor Zhou deserves praise and applause for their excellent teaching attitude towards students. Every
single session, the professor checked in with students to see how we were doing, showed empathy, compassion and
kindness during a difficult time. the professor learned most of our names right away and showed the highest level of respect
towards the TA and students which is extremely admirable and impressive.  
The quality of education is unlike any other class. All I can say is Wow. the professor is extremely intelligent, posses an in–
depth knowledge on the subject matter, makes it extremely interesting and easy to follow along. The readings were all
excellent, provided supplementary information to complement the weekly themes, and came from a vast and diverse
background of researchers and scholars from all around the world and from different walk of life. This is so important and
more professors should put the time and energy into finding these readings from brilliant scholars around the world.
Additionally, the professor went over and beyond to familiarize us with the literature in this field, and even brought a guest
lecture from another extremely intelligent scholar.  

Professor Zhou also put a lot of effort into decolonizing the theme of development and effectively challenged old pre
conceived notions regarding the global south and used consistent language in the class that didn't have negative
connotations to it. the professor gave us so much knowledge regarding the vast array of historical things that led to a country
to be less developed and didn't make assumptions but rather showed and taught us it. The approach used was needed in this
world situation, was conceptualized well, touched on a variety of topics and showed the intersectionality between various
themes.  

Additionally, this professor is such an inspiration, and someone I hope I can work for or study under one day. Professor Zhou
gave me so much hope for international development, encouraged my passion, answered my questions and truly changed my
entire undergrad and enhanced my learning so much. I can easily say that this professor is incredible and it was such an
honour to witness their brilliance and be so privileged to study under someone with so much passion and intelligence. I can
only hope to be given the opportunity to study under her during grad school and I wish her the best of luck at Harvard. There
are truly not enough kind words to say about someone who is such an amazing lecturer, an amazing scholar and honestly an
amazing human overall. We are all so lucky and honoured to have had professor Zhou as our professor this term.

Professor Zhou is an excellent instructor. She presents the content in an easy to understand way, is responsive to student
questions and actively encourages students to participate and collaborate with each other (I found the groups we formed for
tophat questions were helpful in furthering content understanding). Clean, structured slides! (makes a big difference!)  

I really appreciated the in depth overview of HOW development is studied and how research is done. Professor Zhou
research experience really shows when discussing case studies and responding to questions.

This teacher was amazing. I have never liked POLI before, but I loved it in her class. She was also very very accomodating,
and the way the course is structured makes you feel like she is understanding of the various circumstances that different
people are going through. We needed this. Assignments were marked fairly, we were given constructive feedback, she was
gentle and very supporting. I felt like my success in this course is definitely because of how she formatted the course and how
she treated us with respect, inspired us to discuss and have fun in class while still learning. We did debates, dilemma
challenges, and all that. The class took almost 2 hours but it did nit feel that long because of the lecture design which was
filled with discusions and activities. In the middle of the course, we did a survey to make sure we are getting all we need or if
we had concerns and wanted things changed. I appreciate you Prof. Yang Yang. I dont know if you will see this, but I want to
say thank you very much for all you did for us.

Professor Zhou has done an excellent job throughout this course in practically all aspects. She has always been thoroughly
prepared, communicates the content in an effective manner conducive to learning, and has always been very respectful and
consistently encourages student participation.
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Comments

I loved the class! It was very obvious her class contents were well thought out and prepared, but also I really appreciated her
concerns for the students' well–being and being flexible with the assignment deadlines/structures as everyone is going
through a stressful time with the pandemic. I also loved how her readings are very diverse and not only using the studies from
the "global north" but highlighting studies from African universities/scholars. I really appreciate that she had a whole class
devoted to gender equality, too. The only thing I was not a big fan of was the debates as I feel that debates are
confrontational and represent male–dominated traditions in academia/politics, but I enjoyed the group discussions where we
can actually take each other's positive inputs and combine into a better idea (whereas the debate necessarily leads to
dismissing each other's arguments because the purpose of it is to win the argument). But overall I am so happy I took this
class.

Dr. Zhou is one of the kindest, more considerate, and compassionate faculty I've had the pleasure of learning from. She was
very flexible and fair but expected good quality work from assessments. She created a very encouraging and respectful class
atmosphere. She was very present for office hours and engaging in class discussion. It's also amazing to learn from someone
who does such amazing work outside the classroom and discusses it in a super accessible way in class. Additionally, she is
so inviting when encouraging everyone to come talk to her outside of class and was so wonderfully open to supporting
students with questions that they have about academia outside of the course.

The adaptation to an online format was great! Understanding the difficulties that come from the current state of global affairs,
Dr. Zhou did an outstanding work in making the class “online–friendly,” added to devising, preparing the class assessments
(critical memos, examinations and others) accordingly. There was a clear passion on her part towards the subject matter, and
it was inspiring to see the level of commitment toward student learning; the review of the term showed in the last week useful
and relevant in providing students with perspective of what was covered (learned) throughout the term. Her dedication to
prioritizing and including diversity and inclusion aspects throughout the course and the syllabus was unprecedented (at least
for me), and taking advantage of the redundancy, I hope course designs like these set a precedent for future courses, not only
in the Political Science department, but in post–secondary education as an overall.

Delivery of material was great and I really liked how all our info was cited so if we were interested in a particular piece of info
we could explore it further.

Prof. Zhou was very approachable and really wanted every student to succeed in her class. She was also very
accommodating and supportive, which I really appreciated given the current COVID–19 situation.

The instructor was very understanding, lenient and attentive to students' circumstances.

Professor Zhou facilitates a great class atmosphere, students were encouraged to share their experiences and opinions. I am
taking POLI 328B asynchronously which has made it a bit more difficult receiving feedback on thoughts I have had on course
material from Professor Zhou, than if I was taking the course synchronously. I am thinking about TopHat comments
specifically.

I love this class so much! Prof Zhou was so kind and did a great job explaining everything we learned in class. She made sure
to check that we understood things and didn’t hesitate to re–explain a concept if a student didn’t understand. I couldn’t say
enough great things about this class honestly.

The aim of the course was very unclear and deviated often from the subject

I really loved the interactive aspects of class such as the protest/don't protest exercise! It was really engaging and made me
excited for class.

I really appreciate the quality of instruction, very engaging, kept it interesting!

When I first registered I didn't think this course would be as interesting, but Professor Zhou presented the course in a way that
was very engaging! It's a topic that has more to it than what my idea of "development" was and I'd strongly suggest any poli–
sci student take this.  
Information was presented clearly in lectures and in the organized modules. The late policy actually helped me a lot in these
times because I was struggling with juggling 6 courses, and this late policy made me want to put a lot more effort and
engagement into my work.  

This is a wonderful course, and I think that's because of our professor's efforts!

The instructor delivered the content of the course effectively via synchronous lectures, discussion groups, and writing
assignments. I think the online lectures could have helped students more by having a designated QnA period at the beginning
or end of each section.

Professor Zhou is one of the best profs I have had at UBC. Her lectures were engaging, easy to follow and interactive despite
the online format. She encouraged lots of class discussion and activities, and made a welcoming atmosphere for people to
feel comfortable speaking up. She was always responsive to emails. I greatly appreciate how understanding Professor Zhou
was of the difficulties of online learning. Having struggled with staying productive and understanding course material from
home, I am thankful that Professor Zhou offered extra help, extra opportunities for grades and was accommodating of
students struggling to stay on top of course work. Additionally, Professor Zhou's respective and approachable attitude with
students made the online class setting a comfortable and engaging place to learn.

I appreciated the flexibility with weighted grades, the various ways to participate, and the exciting assignments!
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Comments

Brilliant, deeply intelligent, and very thoughtful — she was always concise, energising, and engaging, made the content very
accessible and created a very welcoming classroom atmosphere. Her teaching was some of the most effective I’ve ever
encountered throughout my degree, very clear and dynamic. She made it clear to us from day one what we would expect but
still created a very flexible, compassionate, and encouraging space to learn – the class never felt intimidating or boring even
though some of the topics were challenging. Clearly cares about her students, super helpful and patient, offering an
understanding yet critical approach during such a challenging time. 

I felt Dr Zhou’s teaching was so incredibly well paced and engaging and the way she structured the course was very exciting,
especially with the room she left for us to reflect on the work we were doing so it didn’t even feel overwhelming! So kind,
inspiring, and nuanced. 

Her inclusion of diverse voices truly took my experience of this course to another level — not only did I feel seen as a woman
of colour, but I felt that so many pathways to a future in policy and academic I could never have fathomed for myself were
illuminated. Her syllabus and incorporation of decolonial voices was a refreshing step away from how deeply Eurocentric
POLI courses often are here, and it made showing up to class during these deeply demotivating times so much easier and
worth it, because I truly felt that what I was learning was actively groundbreaking and shaping me as a young professional.  

Dr Zhou is so amicable but incisive in the most invigorating way, I am so grateful to have experienced this semester with an
instructor as humanising, kind, supportive, and worldly as her. I wish more instructors adopted her approach and inclusion of
diverse sources! Wish I could take this course all over again purely because her teaching was so groundbreaking and
worthwhile.

It was evident that Profesor Zhou put a lot of thought into the content and design of the course. She was always encouraging
us to think critically and engage in constructive debates that challenged us to question dominant narratives that we may have
previously taken as indisputable facts. She was always willing to answer questions and engage in discussions around the
content of the class both on an individual level and during class time. Professor Zhou did an amazing job creating a safe
space where students could feel included. She also allotted time for the students to interact with each other through small
group discussions allowing us to connect with others which was incredibly necessary in this time of distanced learning. I think
Professor Zhou adapted well to an online format and was always responsive to feedback from the class. It was incredibly
refreshing to have a Professor who showed a desire to increase diversity in her own teaching as well as throughout the
department. Prof. Zhou exemplifies what academia could and, in my opinion, should look like if the right steps are taken and
is an invaluable addition to the Political Science department.

Prof Zhou is a great instructor, she always had a great attitude and taught course content effectively. She was very
understanding with students and taught very interesting topics in development. She made me be more interested in the topic
and I thoroughly enjoyed all the readings and assignments she gave us.

really cared for her students during this time

Professor Zhou is one of the best profs I've had at UBC. She truly cares about her students and asks how we are doing. She
has accommodated to current COVID19 circumstances. She created a virtual classroom that was inclusive and respectful
despite covering certain 'touchy' subjects. Dr. Zhou was always available to help and chat with her students. She is incredibly
knowledgeable and is always sharing with us.

Great class! Dr. Zhou is a competent genius... AND she's incredibly kind.

professor Zhou was an amazing professor who was extremely flexible and accommodating. She was very friendly and helpful.
I really appreciated her kind and understanding approach especially during covid.

Learning expectations were always clear and lectures were a good blend of lecturing, active participation and group work

Did a great job of keeping the course interactive even though it was online.

Great class, prof is very kind and teaches the class from an informed and complex perspective

Great teacher, very passionate, loved the course! Definitely exceeded my expectations, very interesting course content. Also,
very compassionate with assignments, which was much appreciated. Great teacher and class.

This Professor was very accomodating of students' needs within the class all things coronavirus related. 
provided options for Synchronous and Asynchronous students and was always available during office hours. 
Was always well prepared and is clearly passionate about her subject and research.

I really enjoyed the class as you have made it very interested, and more engaging!

Very clear instructions and also understanding.

POLI328 was very well structured and definitely would recommend others to take it especially with Professor Zhou. She was
consistently pushed us to think outside of the context of the literature and highly encouraged and engaged us in in–class
participation. The marking was fair and she acknowledge the struggles students are facing with online learning.
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Comments

Professor Zhou was very good at presenting the subject in a unique and engaging way. Even though the class was online,
she obviously made huge efforts to make the classes as interactive as possible. Additionally, she always came to class with a
positive attitude which made it easier to listen and learn from her. She was very accommodating and made the course as
flexible as possible, which allowed me to be more invested as I never felt rushed to complete assignments. Instead I was able
to take my time and engage with the material more meaningfully. Any criticism that I have of this course would be more
related to the online format, something obviously out of anyones control. Overall, Professor Zhou did an amazing job with this
course considering the circumstances.

I loved Professor Zhou! She's super inspiring and I loved when she shared her own work with us! I think she did a great job of
structuring the course and the group work/top hat questions kept me engaged throughout the class. She was also very
generous when it came to deadlines and assignments, something that is so appreciated this year when everything is harder
because of the pandemic. I think she's a star, and I would recommend anyone to take a class with her or just talk to her!

Thank you for all your hard work making this class manageable with COVID–19. It really does make a difference
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Please comment on any aspects, positive or negative, of the format and content of the course.
Comments
– Professor is very knowledgable about these topics and very helpful in navigating new topics.  
– Great course readings and excellent effort to "decolonize" the syllabus. I learned about diverse thinkers in the field. (More
courses in the Department should do incorporate diverse authors into syllabi as there's a large emphasis on white men of the
past in most courses).

Great format. Again, the flexibility was awesome. She made the course flexible without lessening the academic standard
which kept me working hard.

All positive!  
Professor Zhou effectively tackled the challenges of online learning and overcame any challenges early on in the term that
there were no difficulties facing the students.  
The syllabus was clear about expectations, projects, learning outcomes and grading and the professor did everything and
more they promised to do.  
the assignments were all fair, gave us room to improve, gave us feedback, had some bonus assignments and were so fair
and accommodating with the situation that we are in. the professor really treated us like adults, gave us choices, encourgaed
LOTS of class participation, encouraged a positive class atmosphere and was succesful in organizng an amazing class that
benefitted the students. There were many opportunities given to student to succeed, which was so nice to have!

I liked how the courses was structured, so that we had opportunities to write early or defer weighting onto later assignments.
The flexibility is appreciate, given the pandemic. Instructor gave us the opportunity to provide general feedback in the middle
of the term. This was nice as it did remedy a few things.

The prof took out colonial content, and that was definitely a positive aspect of the course. As someone who is from a
background of people that were colonised, I felt like our circumstances were taken into consideration. I liked how before
anything, we were made familiar of how Africa is represented so unfairly whenwe were assigned to read Wainaina's essay. I
wish the whole world reads that essay. The content about development was top notch. I feel very informed.

The content is prepared in a thorough and easy to understand manner. I have no complaints about this or other aspects of the
course.

Completely broke down development in a way few classes at UBC do. The readings were contemporary, combined with
awesome mixed–media resources to add greater understanding to the material, and turned
challenging/comprehensive/sometimes conflicting material into very easy to understand arguments. One of my biggest
criticisms of classes at UBC is that they use very old readings/textbooks sometimes and course content is not updated to
reflect what's actually being said discussed in the field as it's happening right now but this course really was able to do that.  

I cannot say enough good things about the decolonial approach Dr. Zhou took in this course. I loved the content that was
written by diverse academics, the academics she brought into class were amazing, and the decentering of white, imperialistic
voices in discussions about development. 

There was a lot of reading some weeks that made it difficult to keep up. Not that it was not manageable for this class but
combined with other reading–heavy courses it was a lot and I felt bad that I wasn't able to keep up when the course materials
were so interesting.

The division of topics on a weekly basis was useful for student learning as objectives could be identified and understood in a
structured manner. Establishing the session and weekly objectives at the beginning of lectures, same as a recapitulation, was
helpful in this regard as well. Top Hat was an efficient and adequate platform/tool to evaluate class content and attendance
(when relevant). Participation through the making of slides in groups was an interesting approach, but it could be revised;
although it did not affect student’s direct academic performance nor results, it is open to the possibility of some student not
doing it while others do the work, same as some students talking about the class and engaging in the breakout room, while
others do not. As mentioned, the inclusion and prioritization of diversity and representation in the course design was
remarkable to see, and I really hope to see more courses incorporating this.

I really enjoyed the inclusion of diverse voices and materials.

I really enjoyed the content, and thought it was great that we were able to design our own research project, which was a great
hands–on learning experience.

The format of the course was the best of any course I took this semester. It allowed leniency in assignments with the current
difficult academic situation in mind. The content could have been a little more diverse in perspective, but was great
nonetheless.

I appreciated the class activities and discussions as well as the tophat questions to keep us engaged during lectures. The
instructor communicated clearly and showed understanding for the difficulties of online learning.
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Comments

10/10 format!! Rubric for memos were straightforward and expectations fair. Content was very interesting and I appreciate
diverse representation in course readings. Professor Zhou's passion for political development shows in her lectures. 

Professor Zhou made it quite clear from the very start of the course that POLI 328B looks at development from an empirical
point of view, and that we would not engage in theory questions such as "is development desirable?". At the same time a key
aspect of the course is to decolonize thinking around development. I think these two aspects about the course had a tendency
to clash, and was a disadvantage for the course content. I would have appreciated if more class time was spent on
epistemology, to challenge some basic assumptions we make about development, how its measured, and were the
assumptions come from. Do we really know that empirical evidence measures "the real world", what does that say about the
truth we are trying to seek?

I liked the flexibility of completing the midterm or having the % moved to the design assignment. Only thing I would say was a
negative was that everything was due at 9pm, it would have been nice to get until midnight to finish these assignments and I
wasn’t quite sure why 9 pm was set as the deadline.

I really appreciate the flexibility of homework and assignments and how it really considered the shift to online classes.

The instructor communicated information effectively in the online lectures.

The content and format of the course were both interesting and engaging. Every topic we covered was in–depth and very
interesting. This course further sparked my interest in international development and provided me with so many new tools to
take into graduate school and into my career. I really enjoyed the format of the course! The critical memos not only kept me
on top of my readings (which can be a struggle when taking multiple poli sci classes) but they also helped me to make sure I
was fully analyzing and understanding each reading. I appreciate all of the opportunities for extra credit, these encouraged
me to go the extra mile in class. Finally, the final research design was an amazing assignment to get me thinking about real
world development problems. It was much more engaging than an exam or a critical essay. Thank you for an amazing term!

I appreciated that the classes were structured so that students could take it asynchronously

I really enjoyed this course because it’s emphasis on decentralising common often Eurocentric, reductive capitalist, colonial
explanations of development — it nuanced themes that have come up in other POLI classes and it’s deep emphasis on the
enduring effects of colonial histories was so incredibly insightful and engaging.  

I loved the fact that so many of the scholars we studied and read came from all over the world, from South Asian, from Africa,
from Latin America. It is rare to feel at once so seen and so heard, and beyond that the insights of such a diverse syllabi truly
added so much engaging dimension to the experience of this course. I truly cannot put into words how deeply empowering,
captivating, and critically engaging it was to encounter scholars from regions that academia has so often erased. I loved how
lived experience was highlighted, because it allowed for deeper understanding of concepts and perspectives and integral
power dynamics.  

It was so fascinating to learn about how development and accountability are far more complicated by these legacies that still
impact the lives of BIPOC communities today. I truly hope more POLI courses centre or allow more space to BIPOC scholars
in their curricula because the result was a course that was deeply engrossing, critically provoking, and really energised me as
someone hoping to continue pursuing work in these relevant fields — most importantly, it shed light on significantly integral
dimensions of our present moment and the conflict we see continuing around the world that is often sugarcoated in other
courses. It was empowering, it was heartbreaking because this was one of the first times outside of GRSJ courses I’ve
encountered these frameworks, but it also was so incredibly activating and really allowed for greater depth into the topics we
studied. I loved the format and Organization of themes, and the way she constantly reflected on what we had studied in
previous. It felt so cohesive but constantly thought provoking. I was so grateful for the flexibility of the assignments as well, it
alleviated an immense amount of near fatal stress this semester (I wish I was exaggerating)  

I hope other instructors look to the structure of this course to structure their own because of how meaningful and effective Dr
Zhou was, and how much she had inspired me to keep pursuing my academic ambitions and engaging with these dynamics
and structures to hopefully fill those institutional gaps. Such a wonderful, thought–provoking, challenging in the best way
possible course. It is hard to imagine it being any better in person, which is an extremely rare experience to have this
semester. Thank you so much for offering this and thank you Dr Zhou for being so awe–inspiring!

Professor Zhou did an amazing job formatting the content of the class to allow for diverse voices in the field to be amplified.
She let us know that the field itself is incredibly diverse and that she wanted the readings and the scholars she presented to
reflect that. She was able to pack a wealth of knowledge into only 13 weeks without it feeling overwhelming and always
allowed time for us to deeply explore a topic before moving on to the next. Professor Zhou made sure to present us with an
array of different opinions that served to show the ongoing debates under a certain topic while allowing us to form our own
opinions as budding scholars. She was sure to show us the positive advancements and promising studies have taken place
within the field but also taught the ways in which the field itself has been and may still be problematic, ensuring that we
acknowledge where the study came from, where it is now, and where it could go.

Making some assignments 'optional' made it personally difficult for me, as it discouraged me from actually doing them. I would
enjoy it more if all assignments were mandatory and the highest grades from the assignments are then selected.
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Comments

as a student with a hard wok schedule, I loved the optional asynchronous format she offered! had a semblance of freedom
this way

I loved the content covered (her syllabus was very diverse which I truly appreciated). The pace at which the prof went was
excellent, gave me enough time to actually take good notes and process what I've learned. I appreciated how she cared
about bringing the knowledge back to the initial covered material and making those connections. That added value to the
course. Those guest lectures made a difference! thank you for taking the time to coordinate and make that happen. This
course has been inspiring and I look forward to pursuing a career in international development.

Nope :)

I felt as though the course work was bit over bearing. The amount of work was difficult to keep up with and though Professor
Zhou was very kind, I felt as though the expectations were difficult to achieve, having to read multiple very long articles every
week.

At the start of the term, classes were 90 minutes, but I really appreciated it when you adjusted them to be 80 so we could
have a break before our next class. 

Overall, I really enjoyed the course format and the number of assignments as well as their weighting felt made the course feel
balanced in terms of workload as well as well paced.

I don't like the group work. Its awkward and people dont participate.

NA

The format of the course overall was pretty good! It was hard at first to adjust to because of the transition, but this class made
it very easy to get into the new system!

I really appreciated that she left the last portion of class specifically for us to explore a topic that we were most interested in.
However, since she spoke a lot about different avenues of research post undergrad, it would have also been nice if we
explored different avenues of writing, not just academic ones.

I really enjoyed our guest lecture and would have loved to have more of them throughout the course. Hearing about relevant
research done by experts in the field was a very positive experience and I think that having 3 or 4 guest lectures over the term
would be a good way to break up the course and offer some different perspectives.

Super interesting course! It wasn't exactly what I expected as I think the description online didn't capture the full breadth, but
that was fine because I ended up being pleasantly surprised!
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Explanatory Note
 

Percent Favourable Rating
This is the percentage of respondents who rated the instructor a 4 or 5 (Agree or Strongly Agree). 

 

Interpolated Median
The data collected for Student Evaluations of Teaching (SEoT) are ordinal in nature, with a natural order (from 1 to 5). While the
mean may be used as a measure of central tendency for such data, it is not an appropriate or accurate representation of SEoT
data (cf. Stark & Freishtat, 2014). The usual measure of central tendency for ordinal data is the median. As a result, we have
been reporting the mean and the median for the last several years. After considerable thought and data modeling, we now
believe that the interpolated median is the best representation of the data, since it takes the frequency distribution into account.

Consider the following example from 2015W, the two classes have identical mean (3.8). However, the instructor in class 2
received 77% favourable (4-5) ratings, compared to 53% for the instructor in class 1. The Interpolated median values of (3.7 and
4.2), much better reflects the distribution of the scores above and below their respective median. Furthermore, the interpolated
median is better correlated with percent favourable rating; such that an interpolated median of 3.5 on a Likert scale of 1 to 5,
corresponds to 50% favourable rating.

 Frequency Distribution

Response for UMI Class 1 Class 2

5 = Strongly agree 5 5

4 = Agree 3 5

3 = Neither agree nor disagree 6 0

2 = Disagree 1 2

1 = Strongly disagree 0 1

 

Mean 3.8 3.8

Median 4.0 4.0

Interpolated Median 3.7 4.2

Percent favourable rating 53% 77%

  

Dispersion Index
The dispersion Index is a measure of variability suitable for ordinal data (Rampichini, Grilli & Petrucci 2004). This dispersion
index has values between zero and 1. A zero dispersion index indicates that all students in the section gave the same rating to
the instructor. An index value of 1.0 is obtained when the class splits evenly between the two extreme values (Strongly Disagree
& Strongly Agree), a very rare occurrence. In SEoT data at UBC, the index rarely exceeds 0.85, and mostly for evaluations not
meeting the minimum recommended response rate.


